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Abstract - Not only the MCU stopping and the auto-reset problems but also the dead end transition problems in the Nano OS kernel of the sensor modules are analyzed in this paper. In order to avoid and control these problems, the stack-safe Nano OS kernel suitable for USN and the system state-monitor mechanism in the Nano OS are suggested, and the performance is evaluated by a number of experimentation. The evaluation results show that the reliability and stability enhancements can be adapted and achieved by implementing thread-driven Nano OS kernel based on system state-monitor for USN.

1. INTRODUCTION

The distributed computing platform of Ubiquitous Sensor Network (USN) is consisted of many a few autonomous nodes and no reusable resources. The resources of the platform - computing performance, memory and battery - are extremely dependent on the platform execution environments. So, the specific operating system (OS) should be required for wireless sensor modules to run as a low power system and light-weighted equipment and to tolerate against running condition and application program environments.

The Microprocessor Control Unit (MCU) stopping problem in the sensor modules by stack overflow and auto-reset problem by power degradation in sensor modules are occasionally appeared due to extremely limited memory space and low price MCU having non-memory protection function.

In this paper, not only the MCU stopping and the auto-reset problems but also the dead end transition problems in the Nano OS kernel of the sensor modules are analyzed. In order to avoid and control these problems, the stack-safe Nano OS kernel suitable for USN and the system state-monitor mechanism in the Nano OS are suggested, and the performance is evaluated by a number of experimentation.

2. RELATED STUDIES AND ISSUES

The TinyOS\(^1\) is a representative open source OS suited for wireless sensor networks, and supports many components libraries effective for software developments. The SOS\(^2\) is developed for mote based wireless sensor network environment, and provides messaging, dynamic memory, loading and unloading of module services in the kernel. The Mantis\(^3\) is an UNIX style OS that is suitable for software development under UNIX environment using the common Application Programming Interface (API) independent of detailed hardware specification of sensor network. The TinyOS and the Mantis have no memory protection function.

The Nano OS what is called Nano Qplus\(^4, 5\) is the module based hierarchical structure of Linux style for module reconfiguration in build time. It supports the FIFO or the preemption based schedulers, the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol and the path selective star-mesh routing schemes in USN. Furthermore it provides various device drivers for running sensor modules such as illumination/temperature/humidity/gas/infrared/ultrasonic/relay switch.

Unfortunately, the Nano OS doesn’t have the memory protection function; it cannot cope with stack overflow problem. In TinyOS, the stack overflow can not be checked and recovered in the program running state, and it can be only checked by software simulation. The commercial OSs using in USN are shown to Figure 1.

In this paper, we have suggested two mechanisms; one is the stack-safe Nano OS kernel suitable for USN using the Nano Qplus 1.6 version (qplusn–1.6.x). The kernel is released at present time for running application program to run safely even though the stack overflow problem under program execution is occurred in sensor module. The other mechanism is the system state-monitor mechanism that recovers the modules to normal state even though the main module of kernel is transited to dead end or deadlock state.

3. DESIGN OF STACK SAFE-NANO OS KERNEL BASED ON SYSTEM STATE-MONITOR FOR USN

3.1 Analysis of Nano OS Kernel

In order to define the problem in existing Nano OS kernel exactly, we have built USN platform using the Nano-24 network that is consisted of router node, sink node, sensor...
node (illumination/temperature/humidity/gas) manufactured by Octacomm company to test the star-mesh network program. The kernel of Nano OS (Nano Qplus 1.6.1e version, qplusn -1.6.1e.tgz) is adapted to all of the sensor nodes. The sensing time period is set to 3 seconds and battery power is used to sink node, and AC power is used to the sensor nodes and the router nodes to keep the source of electric power safely. If the sink node receives packets from sensor node, the red LED is emitted lights. If the node recognizes assigned values of gas and intensity of illumination sensor as soon as it checks the packet, the green and yellow LEDs are emitted lights at the same time. Also the green LED is designed to emit per every seconds for indicating the liveness of MCU.

The analyzed and conformed problems in Nano OS by experimentation are the MCU stopping problem due to the stack overflow and the auto-reset problem in sink node due to energy degradation.

### 3.2 MCU Reset Scheme

The MCU should be run at all the software environments all the time except to physical hardware faults without any the MCU stopping problem in sensor node. To satisfy this condition, the MCU reset scheme in the ATmega128 with the Watch Dog Timer (WDT) is designed and it is enabled at the resource initation step of main program.

As shown to Figure 2, the maximum waiting time from the MCU to the WDT is set to 2 seconds to send a MCU RESET SIGNAL. The MCU can resets the WDT per 1 second periodically by timer interrupt because the timer interrupt in Nano OS is designed to activate per every 1 second periodically.

If the MCU sends a WDR LIVE SIGNAL to the WDT per every 1 second, the WDT decides that the MCU is normal state and it waits for a WDR LIVE SIGNAL during 2 seconds. If the WDT doesn’t receive a WDR LIVE SIGNAL, it sends a MCU RESET SIGNAL to the MCU. Therefore this mechanism enables the MCU itself to be hardware based reset and to be restarted even though software faults are occurred.

### 3.3 Stack-Safe Nano OS Kernel

**Interrupt service routines** are divided into two groups such as the user level interrupt and the kernel level interrupt to maintain the safe of stack. Interrupt occurrence in the application (user level) thread stack which the memory size is smaller than that of the kernel thread causes to great probability of thread overflow or underflow problems in thread driven kernel. The kernel thread (main function), application threads and interrupt service routines run concurrently in thread driven kernel such as Nano OS environment. There are two important interrupt service routines in the Nano OS, one is the interrupt service routine for wireless communication service(SIGNAL(SIG INTERRUPT0) and SIGNAL(SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE 1A)) and the other is the timer based interrupt service routine related to thread wake-up in main scheduler(SIGNAL(SIG_OVERFLOW)).

**The stack overflow problem** is occurred when an interrupt service routine runs within the range of application thread stack in which the size is utmost 128 bytes. It is confirmed in our experimental analysis that the interrupt is occurred frequently and it causes the application thread stack to be increased continuously because the MAC scheduler interrupt service routine like the SIG_OUTPUT_COMPARE1A is run as low level interrupt mode. In worst case, the low level interrupt mode causes the stack overflow and results to program runtime errors.

To solve this problem, the stack-safe kernel algorithm is designed as shown to Figure 3. In this algorithm, the interrupt service routine can be run only within the main stack area in which the memory resource (size) are about 500 bytes.

### 3.4 System State-Monitor Mechanism

The current Nano OS kernel is transited from normal state to dead end state and then it cannot be recovered to normal state completely. The system state-monitor mechanism is designed and applied to the Nano OS kernel to solve this severe problem. The dead end state in the Nano OS kernel can be generally occurred if the Zigbee RF module is come to wait for occurring RF interrupt during it receiving packets. It means that the sensor module is transited from normal state to dead end state, so it cannot receive packets during the sensor waiting for arriving and receiving packets by some problems. This causes quality (ratio of successful data communication) of the sensor node to be largely decreased even though it is in the liveness state and is exhausting its battery. Nevertheless we have suggested the solutions for the MCU stopping problem by stack overflow and the auto-reset problem by power degradation in sensor nodes above, the ratio of successful data communication of sensor node is largely decreased.

Thus, the system state-monitor mechanism is designed for solving this problem. In this mechanism, the state of main kernel module in Nano OS kernel is indicated to two types such as ‘active state’ to 1 and ‘inactive state’ to 0. The state of main kernel modules are [RX, T1, W, I].

- RX : Zigbee RF module for receiving sensing data
- T1 : Zigbee MAC scheduler module
- W : WakeUp module of Nano OS scheduler
- I : Idle thread module of Nano OS scheduler

The system state-monitor algorithm and macro procedure are shown to Figure 4 and 5 respectively. In this algorithm, the Zigbee RF module shall be ready for receiving sensing data, it sets the system state to ‘active state’ (1) and it shall informs the change of system state to the system monitor. If the above modules are not executed like the following error conditions since a given time period, the system-monitor decides the module to be transited from normal state to dead end state. The error conditions are:

![Figure 2. MCU Reset Scheme in ATmega 128.](image)

![Figure 3. Stack-Safe Kernel Algorithm.](image)
- Err1 : (*, *, 0, 0) → Nano OS scheduler is not executed.
- Err2 : (0, *, *, *) → Zigbee RF module for receiving sensing data is not executed during a fixed time.
- Err3 : (*, 0, *, *) → Zigbee MAC scheduler module is not executed.

Nano OS scheduler is not executed.
Zigbee RF module for receiving sensing data is not executed during a fixed time.
Zigbee MAC scheduler module is not executed.

Figure 4. System State-Monitor Algorithm.

Figure 5. Macro Procedure of System State-Monitor.

The system state-monitor forces the MCU to reset if it meets above error conditions, and it reboots and executes the kernel from the beginning phase, the module can escape from the system faults status. At this time, the error conditions Err1 and Err2 are checked per 5 seconds in the Nano OS version 2.x (qplusn-2.x), and the error condition Err2 that is not receiving RX data is checked per 120 seconds. That is to say, the kernel forces the system to reset automatically in the cases that the timer module or Nano OS scheduler is not executed during 5 seconds or the module cannot receive RX data during 2 minutes.

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

4.1 Test Kernel Cases and Evaluation

The experimental environment for developing the Nano OS kernel based on system state-monitor is the USN platform using the Nano-24 network as explained in Chapter 3. The major evaluating issues are 1) the influence of battery consumption to the sensor operation; and 2) the stack usages of threads according to kernel running time.

The experimentation data was acquired until two adapted AA batteries were vanished completely (about 2.3 voltage). The proposed mechanisms are evaluated with three test kernel cases that are shown to Table 1 and the performance evaluation metrics are shown to Table 2 respectively.

**Table 1. Test Kernel Cases**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Type</th>
<th>Test Kernel Cases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case 1</td>
<td>the WDT based kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 2</td>
<td>WDT + stack-safe based kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case 3</td>
<td>WDT + stack-safe based kernel + system state-monitor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Performance Evaluation Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric Types</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metric 1</td>
<td>Is the sensor node running continuously and can it be run even though adapted batteries are vanished completely?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric 2</td>
<td>Are the stack of running threads maintained without any stack overflow or underflow problem completely?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metric 3</td>
<td>How is the performance results of the Nano OS kernel based on system state-monitor for USN?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Performance Evaluation and Results

From the performance evaluation, we see that the battery usage (consumption) time for operating of normal sensor node is maintained about ten hours until the battery level is degraded from about 3.2 voltages to less than 2.7 voltages. Also the battery usage time is maintained about 20 hours until the battery level is degraded to less than 2.58 voltages. In addition to this, it is maintained about average 50–60 hours until the battery level is degraded to 2.3 voltages. The results are shown to Figure 6. As a result, it is evaluated that the sensor node is running normally until the battery is consumed completely, and it can not be stopped at all even though the system reset can be occurred in the sensor node.

In case 1 experimentation (WDT based kernel), the stack size is gradually decreased as time is proceed and as a result, the auto-reset event is occurred due to stack overflow as shown to Figure 7. In other words, as time is proceed, the stack is not used to threads anymore, thus the auto-reset by the WDT is occurred.

In case 2 experimentation (WDT + stack-safe based kernel), the stack usage ratio of threads is maintained constantly to less than 1 second by dividing the interrupts into the kernel level and use level interrupts as shown to Figure 8. This means that the stack is stabilized.
Then it is inferred that case 3 must be adapted rather than case 2 in using the system state-monitor mechanism because the ratio of successful received packets in USN in case 2 is high and the ratio of received packets in case 2 is by internal kernel for maintaining links of USN. Therefore the result of test kernel case 3 is better than that of test kernel case 2 in comparing with the processing of the actual sensing data necessary to the user applications.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, not only the MCU stopping and the auto-reset problems but also the dead end transition problems in the Nano OS kernel of the sensor modules are analyzed. In order to avoid and control these problems, the stack-safe Nano OS kernel suitable for USN and the system state-monitor mechanism in the Nano OS are suggested, and the performance is evaluated by a number of experimentation. The evaluation results show that the reliability and stability enhancements can be adapted and achieved by implementing thread-driven Nano OS kernel based on system state-monitor for USN.
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